An interactive computer model of propagated activation with analytically defined geometry of ventricles.
A computer model of propagated activation in cardiac ventricles was developed for simulation experiments in an interactive regime on personal computers. In the model, the geometry of ventricles is defined by parts of "compound quasi-ellipsoids". The parameters specifying these ellipsoids as well as their spatial positions are derived from input data characterizing the heart geometry. Because the ventricles are defined analytically, the model renders a wide range of possibilities to vary their shape and gross dimensions. The activation is propagated from predetermined starting elements in agreement with Huygen's principle. Different propagation velocities for the myocardium and the subendocardial mesh of Purkinje fibers also may be simulated. The results of computer simulations may be evaluated both qualitatively, by isochrones of the activation propagation, and quantitatively, by the resulting cardiac vector computer in any moment of activation process.